CHAOS TO CALM

Anxiety isn't a problem. It's
normal.

3 STEPS
1. IDENTIFY AND LABEL IT

Did you know that all human brains are wired for
anxiety?

2. AWARENESS OF YOUR
THOUGHTS

Early in life humans needed anxiety in order to evolve.
In order to survive humans needed anxiety. When under
anxiety, your brain sends cortisol and adrenaline into
your body giving you the power and speed to run if a
pack of tigers was after you.
Current day stress isn't usually a pack of tigers but your
brain doesn't know the difference between the tiger pack
and nasty emails from your boss. When you feel your
heart racing, or your palms sweating, or that knot in
your stomach, nothing has gone wrong. Your brain is
just signaling to your body distress.
Much of anxiety is just you thinking something has
gone terribly wrong. The compounding effect of the
sensations in your body and the thoughts in your head
are keeping you from thriving.

3. FINDING NEUTRAL

Step 1.
"As humans we can handle

Identify and Label

any emotion. Learning to feel
the senations is the first
Plant your feet on the ground and

step."

pause.
1.Notice all the sensations in your

-Rachel Friedman

body.
Identify in the moment what you are
feeling in your body?

2. Describe it. Is it fast or slow? Is it
hot or cold? Heavy or light?

3. Label it. Give it a name.
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"Are thoughts create how we
feel, when we are able to

Step 2.

identify what we are thinking

Awareness of your thoughts

we can learn to control how
we feel."

Why am I worried right now?
-Rachel Friedman

What are the facts from above?

What are the thoughts from above?
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"The goal in life isn't to feel

Step 3.

happiness all the time, it is to

Finding Neutral

be able to move through
positive, negative, and
neutral.

What are some neutral thoughts I
have right now?

-Rachel Friedman

What are some neutral thoughts
someone else might have about this
situation?

What neutral thoughts could I adopt
right now?
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ABOUT ME

A little tidbit about me
I spent the last decade owning and
operating yoga studios, teaching
yoga, mindfulness, and meditation.

Yoga was my first real dive into
the work of self-inquiry and began
my recovery with anxiety and
emotional eating.

Over the last several years I have
transitioned from studio
ownership and teaching to
becoming a Certified Life and
Weight loss Coach.

My approach to friending your
anxiety and ending your struggle

Click here to Unload
Your Anxiety & Thrive

with emotional eating integrates
both eastern life coaching
techniques and western yoga
practices.

Learning to friend your anxiety is
the answer to thriving in your
body, your business, and all your
relationships.

